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Abstract: Earthquakes are reported to be preceded by anomalous increases in satellite-recorded
thermal emissions, but published results are often contradicting and/or limited to short periods
and areas around the earthquake. We apply a methodology that allows to detect subtle, localized
spatio-temporal fluctuations in hyper-temporal, geostationary-based land surface temperature (LST)
data. We study 10 areas worldwide, covering 20 large (Mw > 5.5) and shallow (<35 km) land-based
earthquakes. We compare years and locations with and without earthquake, and we statistically
evaluate our findings with respect to distance from epicentra and temporal coincidence with
earthquakes. We detect anomalies throughout the duration of all datasets, at various distances
from the earthquake, and in years with and without earthquake alike. We find no distinct repeated
patterns in the case of earthquakes that happen in the same region in different years. We conclude
that earthquakes do not have a significant effect on detected LST anomalies.
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1. Introduction

Observations that are referred to as ‘thermal anomalies’ have been reported to precede earthquakes
worldwide since the 1980s (see, for example, [1] and references therein). Several reports describe
sudden increases in brightness temperatures (BT) recorded by satellite sensors [2–4]; in surface
temperatures derived using either satellite observations [5–7] or numerical simulations [8,9]; in air
temperatures recorded with ground-based meteorological stations [10,11]; in satellite-based outgoing
longwave radiation (OLR) [12,13]; in surface latent heat flux (SLHF) [14,15]; and in soil temperatures
measured on-site [16,17].

The physical link between observed anomalies and earthquakes has not been established so
far, however, and the main reason can be traced back to methodological shortcomings in existing
literature [18]. Definitions of what is actually an earthquake related thermal anomaly vary among
researchers and among different methodologies. Observed anomalies also seem to differ for the
same earthquake: they may appear a few hours [19] to a few years [20] prior to an earthquake, and
they might reappear shortly after an earthquake [21]. The spatial extent of reported anomalies is not
clear, because the spatial resolution of the input data can be as limited as point observations from
a meteorological station (e.g., [22]) or as coarse as gridcells of 2◦ × 2◦ (e.g., [23]). Study areas are often
limited, in space and in time, around the earthquake (e.g., approximately one month and only in the
pixel covering the earthquake epicenter in [7,24]). Such settings do not allow for detailed examination
of the spatiotemporal coincidence of earthquakes with detected anomalies and do not permit to detect
false positives. Statistical evaluation of the results is often missing (relevant discussion can be found
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in [25]). Furthermore, anomalies are often found to relate to atmospheric influences and artefacts due
to data processing [26].

The objective of this study is to make use of the advantages provided by geostationary-based LST
data and of a recently published methodological approach, in order to examine the presence of thermal
anomalies shortly before large, shallow, land-based earthquakes. We consider that an earthquake is
large when it has magnitude larger than Mw 5.5 and that an earthquake is shallow when it has focal
depth <35 km. We study 20 earthquake cases in 10 study areas around the world, with different local
environmental and climatic conditions. We apply a methodology which suppresses large-scale patterns
in the satellite signal time series and isolates only spatially localized fluctuations [27]. This methodology
allows to constrain the spatial extent of detected anomalies and the time of their occurrence. Thermal
anomalies may appear for a variety of reasons other than earthquakes, including spatiotemporal
variations of surface spectral emissivity [28] and local atmospheric conditions, like atmospheric
inversions [29]. We therefore test the hypothesis that more anomalies would be detected at closer
distances to the earthquake, shortly prior or during the earthquake, and only in years with earthquake
occurrence. This hypothesis is supported by published research [30], concluding that anomalies
increase with increasing earthquake magnitude; anomalies are found predominantly near the epicenter,
one day before and on the day of the earthquake; and anomalies are more easily observed during
shallow earthquakes than the deep ones. We statistically evaluate our findings, taking into account the
spatial and temporal occurrence of detected anomalies and earthquakes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Input Data

Research suggests that the use of satellite-derived land surface temperature (LST) data can
provide significant advantages in this field of study [6,31,32]. LST products are estimated from
top-of-atmosphere brightness temperatures after cloud-masking and application of atmospheric
corrections. As a result, they are less affected by artefacts of atmospheric origin [6]. Operational
LST products of improved accuracy, compared to previous decades [33], are consistently derived at
a near-global scale and accompanied by uncertainty estimates [34–37]. Geostationary sensors offer high
temporal resolution, which can resolve the duration and timing of thermal anomalies [31]. The spatial
resolution of these sensors is higher than the spatial resolution of available atmospheric reanalysis
products, and their geosynchronous orbit reduces positioning uncertainty and observation errors [38].

We use the Copernicus land surface temperature dataset (http://land.copernicus.vgt.vito.be), which
is produced with the application of atmospheric corrections and cloud masking on top-of-atmosphere
observations of three geostationary satellites (METEOSAT, GOES, MTSAT). The product is available at
a nominal spatial resolution of 5 km. Its temporal resolution is 24 images per day, with the exception
of the first six months of 2010 (eight images daily) [35]. Its spatial coverage is near-global (no coverage
over Central Asia and northern latitudes) and, at the time of download, data were available for the
period 2010–2016. The product is delivered ready to use and free of charge through the Copernicus
network (Copernicus Global Land Services, https://land.copernicus.eu/global/index.html) along with
uncertainty information in the form of error margins. Quality information is also provided based on
total column moisture content and satellite positioning.

2.2. Earthquake Catalog

We involve in our study all large, shallow-focus, land-based earthquake cases that take place in
the temporal and spatial domain of the available Copernicus LST dataset, according to the online USGS
earthquake catalog (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/). Events registered within
a 24-h window are grouped together. Each of these earthquakes is covered by a one-year-long LST
dataset, and all study areas are also tested in years without earthquakes. The study cases are presented
in Table 1, along with their magnitude, focal depth, and focal mechanism, whenever available.

http://land.copernicus.vgt.vito.be
https://land.copernicus.eu/global/index.html
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
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Table 1. Earthquake events studied in this work and corresponding study areas. The spatial extent is given in km2 based on the nominal spatial resolution of the LST
dataset. Earthquakes occurring within 24 h are grouped together. The climate classification is based on Peel et al. [39]. The earthquake information is taken from the
online earthquake catalogue of USGS (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/).

Earthquake Date Mw Epic. Depth (km) Focal Mechanism EQ Year Control Year Study Area (km2) Climate

1. Ahar, Iran 11 August 2012 6.2 12 strike-slip 2012 2011 415 × 530 Conti-nental
2. Ahar, Iran 11 August 2012 6.4 11 strike-slip 2012 2011 415 × 530 Conti-nental

3. Baja California, Mexico 4 April 2010 7.2 10 strike-slip 2010 2016 1705 × 1665 Arid
4 April 2010 5.7 10 thrust 2010 2016

4. Ocotillo, Mexico 15 June 2010 5.7 8.7 strike-slip 2010 2016 1705 × 1665 Arid
5. Yunnan, China 10 March 2011 5.5 10 strike-slip 2011 2012 840 × 550 Tempe-rate

6. Shwebo, Myanmar
11 November 2012 6.8 13.7 strike-slip 2011 2012 665 × 550 Tropical
11 November 2012 5.8 6 strike-slip 2011 2012
11 November 2012 5.5 28.4 strike-slip 2011 2012

7. Burma, Myanmar 24 March 2011 6.9 8 strike-slip 2011 2012 1505 × 455 Tropical
23 March 2011 5.7 10 strike-slip 2011 2012

8. Christchurch,NZ 14 February 2016 5.8 7.6 thrust 2016 2012 1350 × 1400 Tempe-rate

9. Kaikoura, NZ

13 November 2016 7.8 15 thrust 2016 2012 1350 × 1400 Tempe-rate
13 November 2016 6.5 10 thrust 2016 2012
13 November 2016 6.2 10 strike-slip 2016 2012
13 November 2016 6.1 14 strike-slip 2016 2012
13 November 2016 5.5 10 2016 2012
14 November 2016 6.5 9 strike-slip 2016 2012

10. Amberlay, NZ 22 November 2016 5.5 10 strike-slip 2016 2012 1350 × 1400 Tempe-rate

11. Canterboury, NZ 3 September 2010 7 12 thrust/strike-slip 2010 2012 1350 × 1400 Tempe-rate

12. Van, Turkey

23 October 2011 7.1 18 thrust 2011 2012 465 × 530 Conti-nental
23 October 2011 5.9 5 thrust 2011 2012
23 October 2011 5.7 5 2011 2012
23 October 2011 5.6 9 2011 2012
23 October 2011 5.6 5 2011 2012

13. Van, Turkey 25 October 2011 5.6 14 thrust 2011 2012 465 × 530 Conti-nental
14. Emilia Romagna, Italy 20 May 2012 6 6.3 thrust 2012 2011 655 × 655 Tempe-rate

15. Emilia Romagna, Italy 29 May 2012 5.8 10.2 thrust 2012 2011 655 × 655 Tempe-rate
29 May 2012 5.5 6.8 thrust 2012 2011

https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
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Table 1. Cont.

Earthquake Date Mw Epic. Depth (km) Focal Mechanism EQ Year Control Year Study Area (km2) Climate

16. Norcia/Amatrice, Italy 24 August 2016 6.2 4.4 normal 2016 2011 655 × 655 Tempe-rate
24 August 2016 5.6 3.2 normal 2016 2011

17. Norcia/Visso, Italy 26 October 2016 6.1 10 normal 2016 2011 655 × 655 Tempe-rate
26 October 2016 5.5 6 normal 2016 2011

18. Norcia, Italy 30 October 2016 6.6 8 normal 2016 2011 655 × 655 Tempe-rate
19. Oklahoma, USA 3 September 2016 5.8 5.6 strike-slip 2016 2012 1100 × 1100 Tempe-rate
20. Oklahoma, USA 6 November 2011 5.7 5.2 strike-slip 2011 2012 1100 × 1100 Tempe-rate

21. Louisa, USA 23 August 2011 5.8 0.02 thrust 2011 2012 1155 × 955 Conti-nental
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2.3. Methodology

2.3.1. Pre-Processing

We involve only pixels with at least nominal quality (i.e., with an estimated error smaller than
2K). Clouds, missing observations, water bodies and pixels with error margin >2K are masked out
and appear as missing data. The data are spatially subset ensuring that the study areas fully cover
the earthquake-struck areas and provide reference of the signal of non-earthquake struck regions at
the same time period. In total, 10 study areas are defined. Following the Koeppen-Geiger climate
classification [39], in four of the study areas the climate is temperate; in three, continental; in one, arid,
and in two tropical. After spatial subsetting, images are stacked sequentially to construct time series.
Missing images are included as gaps in the dataset. One-year datasets are constructed including all
available timeslots throughout the day, allowing analysis of annual, seasonal and daily fluctuations.
Stacks of the same area are prepared in years with and without occurrence of large earthquakes. Years
are chosen to cover all main events in the same area separately, so for example there are three datasets
covering Italy: one for year 2012 (Emilia-Romagna earthquakes), one for year 2016 (Amatrice-Norcia
events), and one for year 2011 (reference year, no large earthquake).

2.3.2. Normalization

The normalization step suppresses patterns common between the central pixel and an open frame
of neighboring pixels. Such patterns could be the diurnal cycle, seasonal effects, humid conditions
extending in large areas, or a heat wave. Every pixel value is divided by the average value of a square
frame of neighbor pixels (Figure 1). This process is repeated for every pixel of every image in the
dataset. After normalization, only localized fluctuations remain and are highlighted in the resulting
normalized time series.
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Figure 1. (a) An example of anomaly detection. (b) The value of every pixel of the image is divided by
the average of an open frame of neighboring pixels. The pixels in between the central pixel and the
frame are not included, and the averages are calculated based only on the number of available pixels.
(c) The procedure is repeated for all images of the dataset, resulting in a normalized time series for
every pixel (black solid line). Then a mean + 2sigma threshold (blue dashed line) is applied to each
pixel’s normalized time series to distinguish extreme values that are then regarded as anomalies. Note:
the size of the frame shown in this Figure is small for clarity, and it does not correspond to the frame
we used in this study.
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An identical frame size is used in all study areas to obtain comparable results. The assumption
is that anomalous thermal emissions caused by stress accumulation would be more pronounced
over a stressed area. We therefore use larger frames than that area to highlight potential anomalous
emissions by applying the normalization. Following Saradjian and Akhoondzadeh [40], the area of
stress accumulation is estimated based on the definition of earthquake preparation area given by
Dobrovolsky et al. [41]. Dobrovolsky et al. [41] describe a spherical “region of earthquake preparation”
defined as a function of the magnitude of an impending earthquake. Rupture length is also taken
into account for the decision on frame size, because it could give a first indication of the spatial extent
of stress accumulation. Moment magnitude can be used to approximate rupture length based on
empirical relationships [42], even though this relationship may vary across different locations.

We set the frame size based on the largest event in our earthquake list: the Kaikoura Mw 7.8
thrust rupture in New Zealand. Its preparation area according to Dobrovolsky et al. [41] has a diameter
of 68 km, slightly smaller than 14 pixels in our image datasets. The expected rupture length based
on Wells and Coppersmith [42] is 113 km; Shi et al. [43] report it as approximately 116 km on-land,
estimated across at least 12 major fault sections. The frame is therefore chosen to have a side length of
29 pixels (145 km), which exceeds the extent of both the estimated earthquake preparation area and
the rupture length in all earthquake cases of this study.

2.3.3. Anomaly Detection

The result of the first step is a time series with normalized values. In this time series, normalized
values that exceed or are equal to a threshold equal to the mean plus twice the standard deviation of
the series (µ + 2σ) are flagged as anomalies. Thus, in our study, an anomaly is consistently defined
in all parts of all datasets as a departure higher than +2 standard deviations of the temporal average
value of a pixel relative to its neighbors.

The choice of µ + 2σ threshold is in accordance with previous research on detection of
earthquake-related anomalies [3,44–46]. The threshold is determined by each pixel’s series separately,
and is thus dynamically adjusted to local environmental conditions. Furthermore, it is applied
uniformly to the whole image, allowing for detection of anomalies without a priori knowledge on
where anomalies may appear. Sensitivity analysis of the original method showed that this threshold
could capture fluctuations as low as +2K/+3K compared to surroundings of lower/higher background
variability [27]. For the possibility that this threshold may also capture lesser environmental influences
distorting the statistical evaluation of the results, we repeat the same analysis with a stricter µ +
3σ threshold.

2.3.4. Anomaly Density Calculations

This step includes counting the number of anomalies per unit time, for four spatial zones
describing different distances from an earthquake epicenter, and for different time periods (see Table 2
for spatial and temporal details).

A distinction between pre-, post-, and co- seismic periods is suggested by previous research,
especially considering the co-seismic period [25]. Pre-seismic periods are considered as a time of stress
accumulation. Potential anomalies related to this stress accumulation are expected to appear closer
to the time of the rupture [30,47]. A co-seismic period is considered to be the time of rupture and
stress release. Thermal anomalies appearing in this time would be related more to friction and the
rupture itself rather than stress accumulation. Post-seismic periods follow the rupture and have less
stress than the pre-seismic periods, since part of the accumulated stress has been released during
the rupture. We define co-seismic periods as 24 h before and 24 h after an earthquake. All events of
Mw > 5.5 that happen more than 24 h after another event are seen, in this definition, as separate. Pre-
and post-seismic periods of equal duration (two months) are defined for comparability and based on
literature on the appearance of earthquake-related anomalies (e.g., [48–50]). In periods later and earlier
than these, earthquake related anomalies should be unlikely.
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This study includes earthquakes which may be considered as parts of longer earthquake sequences.
The sequences are characterized by a higher frequency of low-medium magnitude events than in
the rest of the earthquake catalog. It could be argued that, in these cases, stress is being released not
in a single rupture but through a sequence of ruptures. To account for such prolonged sequences,
the analysis is done twice: once with a 48 h-long co-seismic period and once with a prolonged
co-seismic period, adjusted to cover the duration and spatial extent of each sequence. When prolonged
co-seismic periods are used, distance zones are defined with regard to the ruptured area, which
includes the ruptured fault and epicenters of all large earthquakes in the sequence (Figure 2). Analysis
is performed on both standard and adjusted co-seismic periods in the cases described in Table 2.

Table 2. Definitions of spatial zones, temporal periods, and adjusted co-seismic periods applied for
anomaly density calculations.

Spatial Zones

Zone Zone definition

Zone 1 Within a radius of 7 pixels (35 km) from the epicenter
(up to half the frame side)

Zone 2 Between 7 and 14 pixels (35–70 km) from the epicenter
(half the frame side until the edge of the frame side)

Zone 3 Between 14 and 28 pixels (70–140 km) from the epicenter
(between one and two times the frame side)

Zone 4 Distances larger than 28 pixels (>140 km) from the
epicenter (larger than twice the frame side)

Temporal periods

Period Period definition

Period 1 (pre-earthquake) Beginning of the dataset until two months prior to the co-seismic period

Period 2 (two months pre-earthquake) Two months before the co-seismic period

Period 3 (co-seismic) 24 h before and 24 h after the earthquake

Period 4 (two months post-earthquake) Two months after the co-seismic period

Period 5 (post-earthquake) Two months after the co-seismic period until the end of the dataset

Extended co-seismic periods

Earthquake sequence Duration of adjusted co-seismic period

Canterbury, New Zealand [51] 2 September 2010–31 December 2010

Kaikoura, New Zealand [43] 12 November 2016–31 December 2016

Baja California, Mexico [52] 3 April 2010–16 June 2010

Italian sequence of 2016 [53] 23 August 2016–31 October 2016

Van, Turkey [54,55] 22 October 2011–10 November 2011

Emilia-Romagna, Italy [56] 19 May 2012–30 May 2012

The total number of anomalies in each zone and period is divided by the total number of
available observations in the corresponding zone/period. The result is anomaly density in different
periods at different distances from each earthquake. The same processing (normalization-anomaly
detection-calculation of anomaly density) is repeated in years with and without earthquake occurrence.
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2.3.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis follows to evaluate detection results based on the hypothesis that a higher
anomaly density should be found in areas spatially closer to the earthquake, and in periods shortly
before or during the earthquake and only in the years with an earthquake.

A three-way mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) analysis allows to test for significant combined
effects among three factors of interest: time period, distance zone and earthquake/no earthquake year.

There are several possible outcomes of such an analysis. One is that there is a statistically
significant combined effect of time period and distance zone only in the earthquake year. This
is expressed as a significant three-way interaction effect between time period, distance zone and
earthquake year. Such a finding can confirm the hypothesis only if the interaction between them shows
that there is a higher anomaly density before or during the earthquake. If the three-way interaction
shows a higher anomaly density after the earthquake, then the hypothesis is rejected and anomaly
density cannot be considered as a precursory or co-seismic phenomenon. If no significant three-way
interaction is found, the hypothesis is rejected.

Another possible outcome is that there is a statistically significant combined effect of any two
factors, regardless of the third factor. For example, the combination of time period and distance
zone may have a statistically significant effect also in the non-earthquake year. Such an effect may
be present for reasons other than an earthquake occurrence, and as a result this finding does not
confirm the hypothesis. This condition is expressed as a two-way interaction effect, only between two
factors. A third possible outcome is that any of the factors (time period, distance zone, earthquake
year) separately affect anomaly density, regardless of the effect of their combination. For example,
anomaly density may differ between time periods in the whole study area, regardless if there is an
earthquake or not. This is expressed as a statistically significant simple main effect, separately for
each factor. Such effects indicate that the period, the year and/or the location affect anomaly density
regardless of earthquake occurrence, and as a result this finding does not confirm the hypothesis.
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The last possible finding is that there is no statistically significant interaction between the factors (they
have no combined effect on anomaly density) or that there is no significant simple effect of each factors
separately. The absence of simple and/or two-way interaction effects does not provide information for
the hypothesis. The only finding that can confirm or reject the hypothesis is the presence or absence of
a significant three-way interaction.

3. Results

3.1. Anomaly Detection

This section presents results of the anomaly detection. Examples, highlighting the results of the
spatial and temporal processing, are shown for the earthquakes of Emilia Romagna, Italy, in 2012
(Figure 3) and Baja California, Mexico in 2010 (Figure 4). These results are compared to results of the
same periods and regions in 2011 and 2016, respectively, when no earthquakes of Mw >5 are recorded
in these areas.

The spatial distribution and the number of anomalies detected in the co-seismic period of the first
earthquake of 2012 (19–21 May, 48 time observations in total, see details in Table 1) is shown in Figure 3a.
The earthquake epicenters of Emilia Romagna are shown with red stars in the north. The cluster of
anomalies closest to the earthquake epicenter appears around 50 km to the east. This cluster (designated
pd in Figure 3) is approximately 100 km long and 50 km wide. The highest number of anomalies
in this cluster, for the whole co-seismic period, is six of a total of 48 observations. The anomalies of
this cluster appear in the morning and early afternoon, mostly between 7:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m., and
then disappear. Scattered anomalous pixels can be seen at the same distance from the earthquake,
but towards the west. At a distance of around 180 km to the northeast of the earthquake epicenter,
another, less spatially extended, cluster of anomalies (u) can be seen. The core of this cluster covers
25 × 25 km and has the highest number of anomalies in time for the whole study area (8 anomalies in
48 observations). More clusters of anomalies appear towards the south of the earthquake. One cluster
(ab) appears at approximately 330 km SE of the epicenter, close to the area where the earthquakes
of Norcia, Visso and Amatrice occur over four years later (shown in Figure 3 with three red stars in
the south). The highest number of anomalies in cluster (ab) is also 6 out of 48 observations, like in
the cluster closest to the earthquake. At 500 km SE of the earthquake, a more extended complex of
clusters (n) is visible with a high number of anomalies (8 anomalies in the 48 observations, the highest
of the whole study area). Finally, a cluster of anomalies (c) appears on the southwestern end of the
island of Corsica, approximately 600 km SW of the earthquake epicenter. It has fewer anomalies (4 in
48 observations) and extends to an area as big as the cluster closest to the earthquake.

When the detection threshold is increased to µ + 3σ (Figure 3b), only the highest normalized
values are considered anomalous and less anomalies overall are detected. Smaller clusters of anomalies
are visible in the study area. The cluster (pd) closest to the earthquake epicenter is still visible and has
4 anomalous values in 48 observations, similar to the clusters of Corsica (c) and central Italy (ab) which
are located further than 300 km from the earthquake epicenter. The highest number of anomalies
recorded in time is 5 anomalies in 48 observations and can be found in cluster (n), 500 km SE from the
earthquake. Cluster (u) is not visible.

When a longer co-seismic period is considered (19–31 May, using the µ + 2σ threshold), to cover all
earthquakes of the 2012 sequence, more anomalies are detected (Figure 3c). The previously identified
clusters—(pd), (c), (n), and (u)—remain but are now more spatially extended. The most extended,
and new, cluster is located 200 km northwest of the earthquake epicenter. This cluster (m) shows
the highest number of anomalies in the image, 42 in the 240 observations compared to the up to
26 anomalies out of 240 observations close to the epicenter. An area of anomalies (shown as pv, with
200 km maximum length and 500 km maximum width) connects clusters (m) and (pd). More clusters
of anomalies appear along the east (ap, r, tv) and the west (am) coast of Italy, and on the islands of
Corsica (c) and Sardinia (just south of cluster c).
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Figure 3. Anomalies detected in the study area of Italy. Earthquake epicenters (stars) in the north
correspond to the Italian Mw > 5 earthquakes of 2012. Earthquake epicenters (stars) in the southeast
correspond to the Italian Mw > 5 earthquakes of 2016. (a) Detection results for 19–21 May 2012
(co-seismic period, earthquake year) using a µ + 2σ detection threshold. (b) The same as in (a) but using
a µ + 3σ threshold. (c) Detection results for 19–30 May 2012 (prolonged co-seismic period, earthquake
year). (d) Detection results for 19–21 May 2011 (year without earthquakes). (e) Detection results for the
whole day of 12 May 2012. (f) Detection results for 12 May 2012, 20:00 h, when an anomaly is reported
by Qin et al. [57] (shaded area in the North). (g) Detection results for the 27 September 2011 (year with
no earthquakes). Note: anomaly detection was performed in all available pixels in the study area. Black
pixels within the country boundaries are pixels where no anomaly was detected. Results from periods
without earthquakes are shown in panels (d,g).

When the same processing is applied for the co-seismic period of 19–21 May in a year without
large earthquakes (2011, Figure 3d), similar patterns are observed as compared to the year with
earthquake (2012, Figure 3a,c). Previously identified clusters in the north and south (m, pd, u, n) are
again visible. The anomalies in the north are connected in an extended cluster with maximum length
of ~100 km and a width of ~500 km (pv). Clusters appear in the center of Italy (at) and at the east
coast (at, am). Scattered smaller clusters are visible throughout central Italy. The maximum number
of anomalies in the year without earthquake is higher than in the year of the earthquake (17 out of
48 observations in 2011, compared to 8 out of 48 observations in 2012) and is found in cluster (m).

Anomalies have been reported to appear earlier than one day before the earthquake. For the
earthquakes of the example from Italy, Qin et al. [57] report “local temperature enhancements around
the epicenters on the night of May 12 2012, i.e., 8 days before the 20 May, 2012 earthquake”. They
present an anomaly on an image corresponding to 8:00 p.m. on 12 May, 2012 (shown in Figure 3e–g
as the shaded area). They find anomalies at the same location in an image showing daily average
temperatures of 12 May 2012. We detect no anomalies in the image of 8:00 p.m. (Figure 3f). In terms of
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daily averages, Figure 3e shows the total numbers of anomalies we detected for the full day of 12 May
2012. A cluster of anomalies (pd) is visible close to the earthquake epicenter, which is the most spatially
extended cluster in the image. Half of the area of the cluster coincides spatially with the anomaly
reported by Qin et al. [57]. The highest number of anomalies in this cluster (but not in the whole image)
is six out of a total of 24 observations, and all six appear between the morning and the early afternoon.
A cluster of anomalies of the same intensity but covering a slightly smaller spatial extent than the
one close to the earthquake, is visible in Figure 3e, over the island of Corsica (c). Clusters (n) and (ab)
are also visible but have smaller spatial extent than in the co-seismic period. The highest number of
anomalies in the image, that is 7 out of a total of 24 observations, appears in cluster (mp) on the west
coast of Italy.

Cluster (pd), which is visible to the east of the earthquake epicenters in the pre- and co-seismic
period of 2012, is also visible in other years and days. An example from a post-seismic period
(27 September 2011) is shown in Figure 3g. On that day the cluster covers the earthquake epicenter
and partially coincides with the area where Qin et al. [57] found an anomaly in 2012. Clusters (m), (at),
(pv), (u), (at), and (c) are also visible.

For a more synoptic presentation of the spatiotemporal distribution of detected anomalies, we
summarize and plot numbers of anomalies for longer periods. An example is shown in Figure 4 for
the study area of Baja California. In the figure, anomalies are presented as three-month averages for
two years: 2010 (year of the earthquake) and 2016 (year without earthquake). The area (c) closest
to the earthquake shows higher numbers of anomalies between April and June. This is a recurrent
phenomenon rather than an earthquake-related effect, because it appears in the earthquake year 2010
(earthquake epicenter shown with a red star) but also in 2016. The mountainous areas (a) in Arizona
(Grand Canyon, Mongolon Rim) show a higher number of anomalies from the beginning of the year
until June, in both years (less pronounced in 2016). The mountain range of the Sierra Madre Occidental
(b) produces anomalies throughout the year, most prominently between September and December.Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW    12  of  26 
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Note: anomaly detection was performed in all available pixels in the study area. Results from periods
without earthquakes are shown in all panels of the second row.
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In the examples above, but also in all studied areas and periods, localized anomalies are found
throughout the duration of the datasets. Clusters of anomalies with high intensity appear at different
distances from the earthquake epicentre. In Italy, the highest number of anomalies is not found in
the cluster closest to the earthquake. The cluster closest to the earthquakes of Emilia Romagna is
also present in the year without an earthquake, and at different times of the year (May, September).
In Mexico, the area close to the earthquake shows anomalies between April and June in both years
(with and without earthquake).

We calculate anomaly density values for each spatial zone and period, to have comparable results
in periods of different duration (for example, the co-seismic period of 48 h and the pre-seismic period of
2 months). Anomaly density values for all earthquakes are provided as Supplementary (Dataset S1–S4)
of this manuscript. The mean anomaly density of spatial zones further from the earthquake (distance >
70 km) is higher than in zones closer to the earthquake. In terms of time, post-earthquake periods have
the highest mean anomaly density and the co-seismic period has the lowest (Figure 5).Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW    13  of  26 
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Figure 5. Anomaly density for all studied earthquakes in years with and without an earthquake,
summarized by period. Results are shown for all different configurations: (a) detection using µ + 2σ

threshold, 48-h co-seismic period; (b) detection using µ + 2σ threshold, adjusted co-seismic period;
(c) detection using µ + 3σ threshold, 48-h co-seismic period and (d) detection using µ + 3σ threshold,
adjusted co-seismic period.
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3.2. Statistical Analysis

The results of anomaly detection, described above, show presence of anomalies in years with
and without earthquakes. Statistical analysis is performed to conclude if there is a significant relation
between the occurrence of earthquakes and detected anomalies. Such a relation would be established
only if anomaly density is higher close to earthquake epicentres, before/during the earthquake
and only in the years with an earthquake. The analysis is repeated for the following experimental
configurations: use of different thresholds (mean + 2σ, mean + 3σ) and with/without adjustment of
the co-seismic period. Additionally, the analysis shows the statistical significance of the differences of
average anomaly density between different zones/periods (Figure 5). Table 3 presents the results of
each ANOVA test, in the different experimental configurations. A technical description of the tests is
provided in Appendix A.

In all experimental configurations, there is no statistically significant three-way interaction
between earthquake year, period, and distance zone (Line 1, Table 3). This means that there is
no significant difference in anomaly density found only in the year of the earthquake. It is thus not
possible to say that there are more anomalies close to the earthquake, before/during the earthquake,
and only in the year of the earthquake. Any differences between the anomaly density in different zones
and periods are present in earthquake and no-earthquake years alike, and they cannot be attributed to
the occurrence of the earthquake. This is the only statistical result related to the hypothesis that there
is a relation between earthquakes and anomalies, and the findings reject the hypothesis.

Statistical analysis further provides indications of how anomaly density differs in different
years, locations and periods, regardless of the earthquake (Lines 2–7 of Table 3). Regardless of the
experimental configuration, location relative to the earthquake epicenter does not affect anomaly
density at any time (lines 2, 4). Distance from the earthquake by itself has no significant effect on
anomaly density (line 6). Anomaly density differs with period and year, depending on the experimental
configuration (line 3). Period by itself has a statistically significant effect in anomaly density of different
years and distance zones (line 5). This effect is found in all cases except when an adjusted co-seismic
period is applied with a µ + 3σ threshold. Year by itself has a significant effect on anomaly density
only when adjusted co-seismic periods are applied in combination with a µ + 3σ threshold (line 7).

Overall, the result of the statistical analysis is that regardless of the applied threshold and the
definition of the co-seismic period, there is no significant effect of the earthquakes in the anomaly
density measured across distance zones and periods.
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Table 3. Summary of the results of statistical tests. F-values show which part of the variance observed in the sample results from a specific effect or interaction, rather
than from chance. The p-value is an expression of the probability of obtaining the calculated values when no (interaction) effect is present. Partial η2 is a measure of
the size of an observed statistically significant effect, denoting how much the effect contributes to the total variation in the sample. More information on ANOVA can
be found, for example, in Maxwell et al. [58]. Significant effects are denoted with *(p < 0.05) or ** (p < 0.001).

µ + 2σ Threshold µ + 3σ Threshold

48-h co-Seismic Period Adjusted Co-Seismic Period 48-h co-Seismic Period Adjusted Co-Seismic Period

1 Effect of the earthquake across
distance zones and periods

NONE
F(6.094, 134.060) = 0.162,
p = 0.987, partial η2 = 0.007

NONE
F(6.767, 121.798) = 0.596,
p = 0.753, partial η2 = 0.032

NONE
F(5.210, 116.355) = 0.148,
p = 0.983, partial η2 = 0.007

NONE
F(8.507, 155.958) = 0.422,
p = 0.915, partial η2 = 0.022

2 Interaction effect between period
and distance, regardless of year

NONE
F(8.914, 196.116) = 1.645,
p = 0.106, partial η2 = 0.070

NONE
F(6.832, 122.971) = 0.574,
p = 0.772, partial η2 = 0.031

NONE
F(8.905, 198.888) = 1.224,
p = 0.282, partial η2 = 0.052

NONE
F(7.604, 139.413) = 0.788,
p = 0.608, partial η2 = 0.041

3 Interaction effect between period
and year, regardless of distance

NONE
F(2.031, 66) = 0.959, p = 0.387,
partial η2 = 0.014

YES **
F(2.256, 54) = 6.954, p = 0.001,
partial η2 = 0.114

NONE
F(1.737, 67) = 0.934, p = 0.384,
partial η2 = 0.014

YES **
F(2.836, 55) = 6.485, p < 0.001,
partial η2 = 0.105

4 Interaction effect between year
and distance, regardless of period

NONE
F(3,66) = 0.844, p = 0.475,
partial η2 = 0.037

NONE
F(3, 54) = 2.279, p = 0.090,
partial η2 = 0.112

NONE
F(3, 67) = 0.008, p = 0.999,
partial η2 < 0.001

NONE
F(3, 55) = 0.626, p = 0.601,
partial η2 = 0.033

5 Simple effect of period
YES **
F(2.971, 196.116) = 11.738,
p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.151

YES *
F(2.277, 122.971) = 4.787,
p = 0.007, partial η2 = 0.081

YES **
F(2.968, 116.355) = 9.927, p <
0.001,partial η2 = 0.129

NONE
F(2.535, 139.413) = 6.631,
p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.108

6 Simple effect of distance
NONE
F(3, 66) = 0.333, p = 0.801,
partial η2 = 0.015

NONE
F(3, 54) = 0.060, p = 0.980,
partial η2 = 0.003

NONE
F(3, 67) = 0.084, p = 0.969,
partial η2 = 0.004

NONE
F(3, 55) = 0.468, p = 0.706,
partial η2 = 0.025

7 Simple effect of year
NONE
F(1, 66) = 0.284, p = 0.596,
partial η2 = 0.004

NONE
F(1, 54) = 1.967, p = 0.167,
partial η2 = 0.035

NONE
F(1, 67) = 1.834, p = 0.180,
partial η2 = 0.027

YES **
F(1, 55) = 14.914, p < 0.001,
partial η2 = 0.213
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4. Discussion

4.1. Choice of Data Input

Our study uses LST data derived from geostationary sensors to investigate the presence of local
increases in LST which may be linked to earthquake occurrence. The choice of data is critical for
the study. As suggested by previous research, geostationary-based LST data series are less affected
by uncertainties related to image co-location and observational conditions [38]. Cloud masking and
atmospheric corrections applied for LST derivation minimize the risk that detected anomalies are
related to atmospheric effects and clouds, rather than surface processes [31]. To further decrease the
propagation of input uncertainty throughout detection, we analyze only pixels with estimated LST
retrieval errors less than 2K. Uncertainties related to sensor noise, surface emissivity/land cover type,
and water vapor [35] above this limit are therefore accounted for in our detection results. The spatial
and temporal resolution of the data allow for examination of the spatiotemporal coincidence between
detected anomalies and earthquakes, and for detailed study of the extent and duration of LST increases.
These are further discussed in the following sections.

4.2. Spatial Extent of Anomalies

In published research, the spatial extent of detected anomalies is often not clear. For example,
Akhoondzadeh et al. [7,19] and Pulinets et al. [59] study the 6.4 Mw earthquake of Ahar, NW Iran (2012)
using data from meteorological stations. Such data have very limited spatial cover and cannot describe
the full extent of detected anomalies. Even when Akhonzadeh et al. [7] use satellite data (MODIS
LST), they confine their anomaly detection to an area 5 × 5 km over the earthquake epicenter. Other
researchers study larger areas using data with coarse spatial resolution. For example, Alvan et al. [8],
who study the event of Baja California (2010), report anomalies in gridcells of a spatial extent of 2◦ × 2◦.
For the same event Jie and Guangmeng [22] find anomalies in an area of 1◦ × 1◦ over the epicenter.
Qin et al. [9,57] and Wu et al. [60], who report anomalies in New Zealand (2010) and Italy (2012), use
data with a 2◦ × 2◦ spatial resolution. When reported anomalies extend to degrees latitude/longitude,
it is not possible to trace back in detail their exact origin and their spatial relation to faults and other
potential causative processes. In our study, anomaly detection is based on gridded satellite data of
5 × 5 km spatial resolution, which allows a more detailed description of the location of anomalies with
respect to the earthquake. For example, reported anomalies in Italy and Mexico, with an extent of
2◦ × 2◦ [22,57] spatially coincide in our results with anomalies scattered over different locations.

Furthermore, the normalization procedure we apply ensures that detected anomalies have
a spatial extent less than the normalization frame (up to 18,225 km2). It therefore makes it possible to
distinguish localized anomalies from larger-scale weather patterns, image-wide diurnal patterns, and
climatic trends. That could explain the cases when other researchers find anomalies and our results
show none. In our findings, extended patterns, like the thermal inversion described by Qu et al. [29] as
a more probable reason for the appearance of a pre-earthquake anomaly in Mongolia, are suppressed.
An unusually warm day in the whole study area is not linked to the earthquake, and anomalies are not
masked by unusually cold days.

4.3. Distance between Anomalies and Earthquakes

In the first reports that describe earthquake-related thermal anomalies, the distance between
anomalies and earthquakes was not taken into account. Anomalies were traced as far as 500 km away
from the epicenter [61] or further [28,62]. Piroddi and Ranieri [63] argue that observable phenomena
further than 60 km from the earthquake, even if they were spatially associable to the seismic event,
they would not be practically useful as precursors because the potential alarm areas would be too
big. We address the issue of the distance between anomalies and epicenters by classifying all detected
anomalies in four different spatial zones, based on their distance from the earthquake. The two zones
closest to the earthquake correspond to the suggestion of Piroddi and Ranieri [63] and are used to
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distinguish areas in the more or less immediate vicinity of the earthquake. In our study areas, anomaly
density is, on average, higher in zones further away from the earthquake, and the analysis shows that
even this difference is not statistically significant. Since no difference is found in anomaly density
between the zones, the location of the earthquake has no effect on anomaly density.

4.4. Temporal Resolution

Previous studies use daily averages or one image per 24 h for detection (e.g., [7,19,64]). We use one
image every hour and construct hyper-temporal time series to allow the study of transient anomalies.
The use of LST over the whole diurnal cycle provides information to explore temporal persistence
and potential causes of the anomaly. In the example of Italy, the anomaly closest to the earthquake
is found only in six images in the co-seismic period of 48 observations. It appears early in the day
(between 7:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.) and it is recurrent in different days and years. There is no physical
evidence to support why earthquake effects appear, disappear and reappear within hours at preferred
times of the day, and persist in years without an earthquake. Furthermore, by using the full diurnal
cycle we consider the serial dependence of LST observations and utilize it to describe normal behavior.
In contrast, choosing only specific samples (only a few night-time images, for example) would not
address LST temporal dynamics and could introduce bias in anomaly detection and statistical analysis.

4.5. Temporal Coincidence with Earthquakes

We examine complete years, and the same area is examined with and without earthquake
occurrence. This allows us to test for presence of anomalies in periods without earthquakes. Previous
studies often test a variety of periods but only shortly before and after the earthquake [8,19,22]. This
leaves the possibility that similar anomalies may be a regular occurrence appearing throughout the
year(s) without any earthquake effect, as found by Blackett et al. [26]. Our results show that anomalies
in the vicinity of earthquake epicenters, as well as everywhere in the study areas, appear throughout
the years, regardless of an earthquake occurrence.

4.6. Statistical Analysis

We investigate the link between earthquakes and anomalies with the application of statistical
analysis following the suggestions of Eneva et al. [25]. We take all detected anomalies into account
and extend our analysis in years with and without earthquakes. The statistical analysis shows that
detected anomalies appear regardless of earthquake occurrence, in terms of time and distance from
an earthquake epicenter. These results are in agreement with Eneva et al. [25], who applied a similar
statistical design reaching the same conclusions. Zhang et al. [65], following a different statistical
scheme, also conclude that in their data the correlation between occurrence of earthquakes and detected
anomalies was very low. Changing the anomaly threshold or the period of investigation (to a larger
co-seismic period) in our work, does not change the results. Furthermore, no recognizable patterns
are found in the case of earthquakes that repeatedly appear in similar locations (Italy, New Zealand
and Oklahoma).

4.7. Potential Sources of Anomaly

Potential earthquake-related effects on LST may exist but remain undetected if they are weaker
than, or at least similar to other sources of LST variability. In terms of the potential sources underlying
the anomalies we detect, locations over urban centers, rough terrain and complex topography,
agricultural activity, and wetlands appear to have high numbers of detected anomalies throughout the
study areas and periods (see for example Figures 3 and 4).

Rough terrain and complex topography can lead to differential heating of surfaces more or less
exposed to solar irradiation, resulting in differences in the thermal emissions (and as a result, the LST)
recorded from different locations. Topography and elevation contribute to atmospheric phenomena,
like temperature inversions, which may lead to increased recorded emissions [66]. The surfaces and
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the human activities that occur in urban areas increase LST and LST variability [67,68]. Vegetation
cover, and subsequently LST, varies throughout the year in agricultural areas, as does the presence of
water. Water in the soil and in wetlands affects registered LST through its emissivity, thermal behavior
and phase transitions. Liquid water and moist soil have higher heat capacity and emissivity than dry
soils [69]. Total atmospheric water vapor increases absorption and attenuates the registered thermal
emissions [70], while phase transitions like vapor condensation release latent heat in the atmosphere.
It should be noted that such effects would have more impact on detection methodologies which rely
only on spatial image statistics for anomaly detection. In our results, however, we detect anomalies
based on the temporal dynamics of normalized series, and the above-mentioned localized effects
and/or their combinations are a source of anomaly when they fluctuate temporally. This is reflected in
the statistical analysis, which indicates weak effects of time (period/year relative to the earthquake)
and not of space, in the density of detected anomalies (Table 3).

These observations vary among the studied areas and cannot be further explored in the frame of
this study. Detailed examination in combination with additional data (emissivity, land use/land cover)
could provide more information on the sources of natural LST variability and their interactions.

4.8. Limitations

In order to set the detection threshold and to define co-seismic periods, we use information from
literature on earthquake preparation area definition, fault lengths and earthquake sequences. However,
we acknowledge that existing literature is descriptive rather than exploratory. To this moment, there
is no physically-based detection threshold or definition of a co-seismic period. In recognition of this,
we test different settings to evaluate the sensitivity of our results to those settings. We find that the
main results are robust to the use of different settings, and they remain the same regardless of the use
of stricter detection thresholds or adjusted co-seismic period.

Regarding the size of normalization frame, we set it based on literature on the earthquake
preparation area. It may be argued, however, that there may be links between earthquakes and
anomalies appearing hundreds of kilometers away from the earthquake without being present in the
immediate proximity of the event, or that earthquake-related influences extend over areas larger than
18,225 km2. In such cases, the frame we apply may be considered too strict and a future researcher could
choose to apply normalization frames of different sizes. To this moment, the theoretical background
behind such occurrences is not yet established and their precursory value may currently be limited,
as discussed earlier.

We have examined 20 earthquakes. This collection is diverse in terms of fault mechanism, climatic
conditions, topography, and land cover, but it still is only a sample. An ideal sample would contain
multiple similar large earthquakes with different focal mechanisms, in areas with different local
conditions. Their occurrence should be covered by comparable satellite sensors and unperturbed years
should be included for statistical analysis of anomaly occurrence. Further research, supported by the
release of longer LST datasets, should be systematically extended to include more earthquake cases,
of different characteristics and from different regions. This could increase representativeness of the
sample and reduce the variability in the results of statistical analysis.

5. Conclusions

The study of hyper-temporal geostationary-based LST records to detect anomalous increases
of spatial extent up to 18,225 km2 in ten land-based, earthquake-prone areas worldwide, yields
anomalies throughout the year-long datasets and throughout the study areas, regardless of the
occurrence of an earthquake. The results show no statistically significant difference in anomaly
density between years with and without earthquake, in the same location; and no difference among
locations closer to or further from the earthquake, within the same study area and year. No recognizable
patterns are identified when earthquakes occur in the same region in different years. We conclude
that the 20 earthquake events we tested do not significantly affect thermal anomalies as observed
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in geostationary satellite LST data on the investigated scales. The findings suggest that if an
earthquake-related effect exists, it is weaker than other environmental influences or spatially more
extensive than what is tested.
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Appendix A.

Appendix A.1. Statistical Analysis of Anomaly Density Data, µ + 2σ Threshold, No Adjustment of the
Co-Seismic Period

In the data there were 14 outliers, as assessed by examination of studentized residuals for values
greater than ±3. The outliers are traced back in the anomaly density of Myanmar (2012), Baja California
(June 2010), and New Zealand (2010) and were spread across distance zones and periods. They were
kept in the data because they did not materially affect the results as assessed by a comparison of the
results with and without the outliers. Anomaly density was not normally distributed in all cases, as
assessed by a Shapiro-Wilk test. Transformation of the data did not establish normality in all cases
so analysis was performed on the original values. There was homogeneity of variances, as assessed
by Levene’s test for equality of variances (p > 0.05). Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the
assumption of sphericity was violated for the two-way interaction, χ2(9) = 113.503, p < 0.001. Thus,
the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied (following Maxwell et al. [58], ε < 0.75).

No significant interaction was found between earthquake occurrence, period and distance from
the earthquake, F(6.094, 134.060) = 0.162, p = 0.987, partial η2 = 0.007. There was no statistically
significant two-way interaction, F(8.914, 196.116) = 1.645, p = 0.106, partial η2 = 0.070 (between period
and distance zone); F(3, 66) = 0.844, p = 0.475, partial η2 = 0.037 (between earthquake year and distance
zone); F(2.031, 66) = 0.959, p = 0.387, partial η2 = 0.014 (between earthquake year and period). There
was a significant simple main effect of period, F(2.971, 196.116) = 11.738, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.151
which was present regardless of location or earthquake occurrence. In particular, the two-month
post-earthquake period had the highest average anomaly density (0.040 ± 0.026). The lowest mean
anomaly density (0.023 ± 0.021) was found in the co-seismic period.

Average anomaly density from all earthquake cases is shown in Figure A1a,b, grouped per period,
zone, and earthquake year.

Appendix A.2. Statistical Analysis of Anomaly Density Data, µ + 2σ Threshold, with Adjustment of the
Co-Seismic Period

In the data there were 18 outliers, as assessed by examination of studentized residuals for values
greater than ±3. The outliers are traced back in anomaly density of Myanmar (2012 and 2011), China
(2010), Italy (2012) and New Zealand (2010) and were spread across distance zones and periods. They
were kept in the data because they did not materially affect the results as assessed by a comparison of

http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/11/1/61/s1
https://land.copernicus.eu/global/products/lst
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
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the results with and without the outliers. Anomaly density was not normally distributed in all cases,
as assessed by a Shapiro–Wilk’s test. Transformation of the data did not establish normality in all cases
so analysis was performed on the original values. There was homogeneity of variances, as assessed
by Levene’s test for equality of variances (p > 0.05). Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the
assumption of sphericity was violated for the two-way interaction, χ2(9) = 82.177, p < 0.001. Thus,
the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied (following Maxwell et al. [58] with ε < 0.75).
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Figure A1. Anomaly density using a µ + 2σ threshold and 48 h- or adjusted co-seismic period. Results
from all earthquake cases grouped per time period, spatial zone and earthquake year. (a) Earthquake
years, 48-h co-seismic period (b) No-Earthquake years, 48-h co-seismic period (c) Earthquake years,
adjusted co-seismic period (d) No-Earthquake years, adjusted co-seismic period.
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No significant interaction was found between earthquake occurrence, period and distance from
the earthquake, F(6.767, 121.798) = 0.596, p = 0.753, partial η2 = 0.032. There was no statistically
significant two-way interaction between period and distance zone, F(6.832, 122.971) = 0.574, p = 0.772,
partial η2 = 0.031; none between earthquake year and distance zone, F(3, 54) = 2.279, p = 0.090, partial
η2 = 0.112; and there was significant two-way interaction between earthquake year and period, F(2.256,
54) = 6.954, p = 0.001, partial η2 = 0.114 regardless of distance to the earthquake. There was also
a significant simple main effect of period, F(2.971, 196.116) = 11.738, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.151.
In particular, the post-earthquake period in no-earthquake years had the highest average anomaly
density (0.043 ± 0.026). The lowest mean anomaly density (0.019 ± 0.018) was found in the co-seismic
period of no-earthquake years.

Average anomaly density from all earthquake cases is shown in Figure A1c,d, grouped per period,
zone and earthquake year.

Appendix A.3. Statistical Analysis of Anomaly Density Data, µ + 3σ Threshold, No Adjustment of the
Co-Seismic Period

In the data there were 14 outliers, as assessed by examination of studentized residuals for values
greater than ±3. The outliers are traced back in anomaly density of Myanmar (2012 and 2011),
Baja California (June 2010), Van (2012) and Ahar (2011) and were spread across distance zones and
periods. They were kept in the data because they did not materially affect the results as assessed
by a comparison of the results with and without the outliers. Anomaly density was not normally
distributed in all cases, as assessed by a Shapiro–Wilk’s test. Transformation of the data did not establish
normality in all cases so analysis was performed on the original values. There was homogeneity of
variances, as assessed by Levene’s test for equality of variances (p > 0.05) except for the case of the
pre-earthquake period of non-earthquake years (p = 0.028). Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that
the assumption of sphericity was violated for the two-way interaction, χ2(9) = 188.861, p < 0.001. Thus,
the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied (following Maxwell et al. [58], with ε < 0.75).

No significant interaction was found between earthquake occurrence, period and distance from
the earthquake, F(5.210, 116.355) = 0.148, p = 0.983, partial η2 = 0.007. There was no statistically
significant two-way interaction, F(8.905, 198.888) = 1.224, p = 0.282, partial η2 = 0.052 (between period
and distance zone); F(3, 67) = 0.008, p = 0.999, partial η2 < 0.001 (between earthquake year and distance
zone); F(1.737, 67) = 0.934, p = 0.384, partial η2 = 0.014 (between earthquake year and period). There was
a significant simple main effect of period, F(2.968, 116.355) = 9.927, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.129 which
was present regardless of location or earthquake occurrence. In particular, the 2-month post-earthquake
period had the highest average anomaly density (0.0095 ± 0.0073). The lowest mean anomaly density
(0.0048 ± 0.0080) was found in the co-seismic period.

Average anomaly density from all earthquake cases is shown in Figure A2a,b, grouped per period,
zone and earthquake year.

Appendix A.4. Statistical Analysis of Anomaly Density Data, µ + 3σ Threshold, with Adjustment of the
Co-Seismic Period

In the data there were 13 outliers, as assessed by examination of studentized residuals for values
greater than ±3. The outliers are traced back in anomaly density of Myanmar (2012 and 2011) and
Baja California (June 2010) and were spread across distance zones and periods. They were kept in the
data because they did not materially affect the results as assessed by a comparison of the results with
and without the outliers. Anomaly density was not normally distributed in all cases, as assessed by
a Shapiro–Wilk’s test. Transformation of the data did not establish normality in all cases so analysis was
performed on the original values. There was homogeneity of variances, as assessed by Levene’s test
for equality of variances (p > 0.05) except for the case of the pre-earthquake period of non-earthquake
years (p = 0.013). Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity was violated
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for the two-way interaction, χ2(9) = 49.772, p < 0.001. Thus, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was
applied (following Maxwell et al. [58], with ε < 0.75).
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Figure A2. Anomaly density using a µ + 3σ threshold and adjusted co-seismic period. Results from all
earthquake cases grouped per time period, spatial zone and earthquake year. (a) Earthquake years,
48-h co-seismic period (b) No-Earthquake years, 48-h co-seismic period (c) Earthquake years, adjusted
co-seismic period (d) No-Earthquake years, adjusted co-seismic period.

No significant interaction was found between earthquake occurrence, period and distance from
the earthquake, F(8.507, 155.958) = 0.422, p = 0.915, partial η2 = 0.022. There was no statistically
significant two-way interaction between period and distance zone, F(7.604, 139.413) = 0.788, p = 0.608,
partial η2 = 0.041 ; neither between earthquake year and distance zone F(3, 55) = 0.626, p = 0.601,
partial η2 = 0.033. There was a significant two-way interaction between earthquake year and period,
F(2.836, 55) = 6.485, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.105. There was a significant simple main effect of period,
F(2.535, 139.413) = 6.631, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.108 which was present regardless of location or
earthquake occurrence; and a simple main effect of earthquake year, F(1, 55) = 14.914, p < 0.001, partial
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η2 = 0.213. In particular, the post-earthquake period in no-earthquake years had the highest average
anomaly density (0.0097 ± 0.0062). The lowest mean anomaly density (0.0036 ± 0.0045) was found in
the co-seismic period of no-earthquake years.

Average anomaly density from all earthquake cases is shown in Figure A2c,d, grouped per period,
zone and earthquake year.
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